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Mohawk Collections Bring Energy to the Home

Mohawk Home is energizing spaces with the colors and designs of the new Antiquity, Anthology and Simplicity collections. Shown here, Antiquity is influenced by styles from across the globe and inspired by ancient Persian hand-knotted rugs. A casual expression of a global theme, the Anthology collection enjoys a bohemian vibe and tribal influences. Modern geometrics permeate the rugs in the Simplicity collection.

mohawkind.com

Bentley’s Manifesto Carpet Offers Modern Edge with Luxe Texture

Bentley Mills’ latest carpet style, Manifesto, features a luxe texture reminiscent of couture textiles. Manifesto’s tone-on-tone composition and hint of shimmer adds timeless dimension with a fresh, modern edge. Created by Bentley’s Colorcast technology, Manifesto provides a mix of lustrous colors to catapult a dimensional elegance into architectural spaces.

bentleymills.com

Terrazzo Shines with Tectura’s Reflections

Reflections by Tectura Designs is a new line of terrazzo tile that features a fine micro-fleck marble aggregate and a hint of crushed mirror. Introducing a sophisticated and modern look, Reflections is available in nine colors. The crushed mirror can be removed from the mix design to provide an elegant solid color look; however when included, the mirror offers a luminous quality.

tecturadesigns.com

Nemo Nails Wood Looks with Via Emilia

Nemo Tile has created the illusion of painted and weathered timber with its new Via Emilia Collection. Complete with graphic imprints and deep surface veins, the collection pays close attention to detail. Available in four colors—white, dark, grey and natural—the collection offers at least 80 different imprints with variations in shade and texture.

nemotile.com